COFFEE

VERSION 2

TIME FOR A COFFEE?
There are few categories that can offer the margins that take-away coffee can do. Often, you only need to sell a few cups
of coffee a day to calculate the investment. Like all other sales, it
is influenced by how the product is presented and therefore we
have compiled different types of furniture that solve the same
need.
The ROBUSTA coffee module is our great selling fitting with unbeatable compactness. We have four different standard modules.
With ROBUSTA you can offer both coffee with most accessories
and, in particular, small-scale bakery goods.
The product selection ESPRESSO is a complete and thoughtful
modular assortment, where you can build a whole coffee or fast
food corner to suit your needs.
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ROBUSTA
With this complete coffee module, you can sell one of the most powerful products in the
service store - Coffee with bakery goods.
A compact coffee module available in 4 different widths. Place for bags, pliers, napkins,
coffee mugs, caps, sugar sticks, mixing sticks, several kinds of teas and display cabinet for
bakery goods.
The entire assortment is available in a selection of standard colors. In the brochure, for
example, you can see the products in the dark melamine Amazonia, which with a white back
creates a harmonious basis for presenting your goods in the best possible way.
.

-402
Colour: Amazonia
Surface: Linewood

White
Kronospan K1010

DISPLAY CABINET

ROOM FOR COFFEE MACHINE

MUG AND NAPKIN DISPENSER

TRASH
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COFFEE MODULES
Coffee module 875
The smallest model in the Robusta series. Complete with all
accessories but only 875mm wide.
-SH 180001-998
WIDTH: 875 mm
DEPTH: 720 mm
HEIGHT: 1964 mm
Space for coffee machine: H:765, B:430, D:600

The cabinet includes a narrow display cabinet with 3 shelves,
crumb tray and LED lighting. Accessories as mug and napkin
dispenser, accessory insert, trash trolley. Mug dispenser fits mugs
in size 178-710ml (diameter 73 - 98mm). Communication material
consists of a message front, A4 signboard and the styrofoam text
”kaffe”.

-SH 180001-998

Coffemodule 875
Model with room for larger coffee machine and two mug
dispensers.
-SH 180002-998
WIDTH: 1075 mm
DEPTH: 720 mm
HEIGHT: 1964 mm
Space for coffee machine: H:765, B:630, D:600

The cabinet includes a narrow display cabinet with 3 shelves,
crumb tray and LED lighting. Accessories as two mug dispensers
and a napkin dispenser, accessory insert, trash trolley. Mug
dispenser fits mugs in size 178-710ml (diameter 73 - 98mm).
Communication material consists of a message front, A4 sign
board and the styrofoam text ”kaffe”.

-SH 180002-998
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Coffemodule 1266
Model with wider display cabinet for more bread and a larger
area for accessories.
-SH 180003-998
WIDTH: 1266 mm
DEPTH: 720 mm
HEIGHT: 1964 mm
Space for coffee machine: H:765, B:430, D:600

The cabinet includes a narrow display cabinet with 3 shelves,
crumb tray and LED lighting. Accessories as two mug dispensers
and a napkin dispenser, accessory insert, trash trolley. Mug
dispenser fits mugs in size 178-710ml (diameter 73 - 98mm).
Communication material consists of a message front, A4 sign
board and the styrofoam text ”kaffe”.
-SH 180003-998

Coffemodule 1466
The biggest model in the Robusta selection. Added surface for
both coffee machine and bread and accessories.
-SH 180004-998
WIDTH: 1466 mm
DEPTH: 720 mm
HEIGHT: 1964 mm
Space for coffee machine: H:765, B:630, D:600

The cabinet includes a narrow display cabinet with 3 shelves,
crumb tray and LED lighting. Accessories as two mug dispensers
and a napkin dispenser, accessory insert, trash trolley. Mug
dispenser fits mugs in size 178-710ml (diameter 73 - 98mm).
Communication material consists of a message front, A4 sign
board and the styrofoam text ”kaffe”.

-SH 180004-998
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DISPLAY CABINET FOR BENCH
Display cabinet 443
The cabinet includes a narrow display cabinet with 3 shelves,
crumb tray and LED lighting.
-SH 1800011-998
WIDTH: 443 mm
DEPTH: 514 mm
HEIGHT: 749 mm

-SH 180011-998

Display cabinet 833
The cabinet includes a narrow display cabinet with 3 shelves,
crumb tray and LED lighting.
-SH 1800012-998
WIDTH: 833 mm
DEPTH: 514 mm
HEIGHT: 749 mm

-SH 180012-998
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Confectionery cabinet 400
Maximize your exposure with the clear acrylic confectionery
cabinet. A very slim cabinet with three shelves.
MY200010
WIDTH: 400 mm
DEPTH: 401 mm
HEIGHT: 580 mm

MY200010

Confectionery cabinet 600
Maximize your exposure with the clear acrylic confectionery
cabinet. Equipped with lighting and shelving. Brass-colored
details such as hinges and handles.
IFB200031
WIDTH: 600 mm
DEPTH: 490 mm
HEIGHT: 780 mm

IFB200031
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ESPRESSO
A modular product selection that meets your needs with regard to self-service of coffee with
bakery goods but also other types of drinks and accessories.
With regard to space and requirements, you can combine the different modules to create
a serving area that suits your needs. End panels and backs are available to tie together the
different units and create a cohesive surface.
The entire assortment is available in a selection of standard colors. In the brochure, for
example, you can see the series of the dark Amazonia wood in the frame and end panels and
tops in Grafit Graphix laminate, which provides a robust and solid appearance to the base of
your serving area.

-402
Colour: Amazonia
Surface: Linewood

-608
Colour: Graphite Grafix
Surface: -

DISPLAY CABINET

BACKS AND END
PANELS

SPILL TROUGH

COFFEE MODULE WITH MUGAND NAPKIN DISPENSER
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BENCH MODULES
Coffee modules
Bench with adjustable mug dispenser, fit mugs in size 178-710ml.
One napkin dispenser. The 900 module also has a paper throw
with paper trash in the cabinet.
ART. NO.			

DESCRIPTION			

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

-SH 190008-998

Coffe module ESPRESSO		

600

650

942

-SH 190009-998

Coffe module ESPRESSO		

900

650

942

-SH 190009-998

Coffee module corner
Corner module adapted for coffee machine including 2 adjustable
mug dispensers, fit mugs in size 178-710ml.
-SH 190007-998
WIDTH: 1271 mm
DEPTH: 778 mm
HEIGHT: 942 mm

-SH 190007-998

Tea module
Bench module with drawer for tea bags and one adjustable mug
dispenser, fit mugs in size 178-710ml.
-SH 190017-998
WIDTH: 600 mm
DEPTH: 650 mm
HEIGHT: 942 mm

-SH 190017-998
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Soda module
Bench module with lid dispenser that fits most caps to size 178710ml. Straw holder for straws with max length 220mm. The 900
module also has a paper throw with paper trash in the cabinet.
ART. NO.			

DESCRIPTION			

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

-SH 190031-998		

Soda module ESPRESSO		

600

650

942

-SH 190032-998		

Soda module ESPRESSO		

900

650

942

-SH 190032-998

Bench module with spill throug
Bench module with spill throug and a smal tank for spill.
-SH 190018-998
WIDTH: 600 mm
DEPTH: 650 mm
HEIGHT: 942 mm

-SH 190018-998

Bench module with door
Bench module with door.
ART. NO.			

DESCRIPTION			

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

-SH 190003-998		

Bench module with door		

600

650

942

-SH 190004-998

Bench module with doors		

900

650

942

-SH 190003-998
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Bench module with bag compartment
Bench module with bag compartment. Two compartments on the
600-module and three on the 900-module.
ART. NO.			

DESCRIPTION			

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

-SH 190027-998		

Module with bag compartment

600

650

942

-SH 190028-998		

Module with bag compartment

900

650

942

-SH 190028-998

Bench module with wastebasket
Module with wastebasket inside the cabinet. The 900-module also
has one napkin dispenser
ART. NO.			

DESCRIPTION			

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

-SH 190005-998		

Bench module with wastebasket

600

650

942

-SH 190006-998

Bench module with wastebasket

900

650

942

-SH 190005-998

Bread cabinet
Narrow or wide breadcrumb with acrylic display on top. Three
shelves in the cabinet with LED lighting. Crumb tray in the bottom
of the cabinet. Bag compartments.
ART. NO.			

DESCRIPTION			

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

-SH 190029-998		

Bread cabinet ESPRESSO		

443

638(514)

1200

-SH 190025-998		

Bread cabinet ESPRESSO		

833

638(514)

1200

-SH 190025-998
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BACK AND END PANELS
End panel
SH 190020-608
WIDTH: 25 mm
DEPTH: 675 mm
HEIGHT: 1042 mm

-SH 190020-608

Back
Backs to the different bench modules width 600, 900 and to the
corner module.
ART. NO.			

DESCRIPTION			

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

SH 190021-608		

Back ESPRESSO			

600

25

1042

SH 190022-608		

Back ESPRESSO			

900

25

1042

SH 190026-608		

Back ESPRESSO corner module		

25

1042
SH 190022-608
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STAND TABLE
Stand table with wastebasket
Stand table with wastebasket in cabinet.
-SH 190002-998
HEIGHT: 1042 mm
DIAM: 750 mm

SH 190002-998

Stand table
Stand table including footrest.
-SH 390001-998
HEIGHT: 1030 mm
DIAM: 750 mm

-SH 390001-998
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ACCESSORIES
Microwave oven & cutlery shelf
Microwave oven and cutlery shelf. Four compartments for cutlery.
-SH 190016-998
WIDTH: 425 mm
DEPTH: 564 mm
HEIGHT: 600 mm

-SH 190016-998

Box for canteens
Box for canteens with a single or double row with black plastic
canteens for example cutlery, salt and pepper bags and other
accessories
ART. NO.			

DESCRIPTION			

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

-SH 190033-998		

Box for kantines			

508

215

176

-SH 190034-998		

Box for kantines			

508

385

274

-SH 190034-998

Box for canteens with lid holder
Box for three small black GN 1/9 - 100 canteens. Lid holders are
available as an option
-SH190036-998
WIDTH: 240 mm
DEPTH: 450 mm
HEIGHT: 185 mm

-SH190036-998
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Accessories module FIKA
Accessory module in black lacquered MDF. Complete with clear
plastic compartments. The larger model comes with a napkin
dispenser.
ART. NO.			

DESCRIPTION			

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

-CQA100010-310

Accessory module FIKA 		

217

398

188

-CQA100020-310

Accessory module FIKA napkin disp. 217

398

346

-CQA100010-310

-CQA100020-310
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Visit: Järsjögatan 9 Mail: Box 140, SE-692 23 KUMLA
Office: +46 (0)19-57 80 80 E-mail: inredning@butikskonsult.com Web: www.butikskonsult.com

